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The use in the action integral of totally divergent densities in generally coordinate invariant theories can
lead to interesting mechanisms of spontaneous symmetry breaking of scale invariance. With dependence
in the action on a metric independent density Φ , in 4D, we can deﬁne Φ = εμναβ∂μAναβ that gives a
new interesting mechanism for breaking scale symmetry in 4D theories of gravity plus matter ﬁelds,
through the Aναβ equations of motion which lead to an integration constant the breaks the scale
symmetry, while introducing terms of the form eG ln K , e being the determinant of the vierbein, G being
the Gauss–Bonnet scalar and K being scalar functions of the ﬁelds transforming like K → cK (where c
is a constant) under a scale transformation. Such a term is invariant only up to a total divergence and
therefore leads to breaking of scale invariance due to gravitational instantons. The topological density
constructed out of gauge ﬁeld strengths εμναβ Faμν F
a
αβ can be coupled to the dilaton ﬁeld linearly to
produce a scale invariant term up to a total divergence. The scale symmetry can be broken by Yang–Mills
instantons which lead to a very small vacuum energy for our Universe.
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by SCOAP3.1. Introduction
The Cosmological Constant Problem (CCP) has evolved from the
“Old Cosmological Constant Problem” [1], where physicist were
concerned with explaining why the observed vacuum energy den-
sity of the universe is exactly zero, to different type of CCP since
the evidence for the accelerating universe became evident, [2]. We
have therefore since the discovery of the accelerated universe a
“New Cosmological Constant Problem” [3], the problem is now not
to explain zero, but to explain a very small vacuum energy density.
This new situation posed by the discovery of a very small vac-
uum energy density of the universe means that getting a zero
vacuum energy density for the present universe is deﬁnitely not
the full solution of the problem, although it may be a step to-
wards its solution. In this respect one can take two inequivalent
points of view: I. The true vacuum of the theory still has zero vac-
uum energy density, but we have not reached that point, so that
is why we see a small vacuum energy density now. II. The true
vacuum state of the theory has a non-zero vacuum energy den-
sity and although there is a basic mechanism to drive the vacuum
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SCOAP3.energy density to zero, some “residual” interaction is responsible
for slightly shifting the vacuum energy density towards a small
but non-zero value. Here we are going to take this second point
of view, that is, together with identifying a certain mechanism
that drives the vacuum energy density to zero, we then consider a
“residual” interaction that provides a small vacuum energy density.
Interestingly enough both the basic mechanism that is able to
drive the vacuum energy density of the universe to zero, for ex-
ample the Two Measures Theory [4] and the small “residual” in-
teraction that provides a small vacuum energy density (which will
be activated through instantons) that we will explore here will in-
volve totally divergent densities.
First, concerning the basic mechanism to drive the vacuum en-
ergy density to zero, we have studied models of the new class of
theories [4] and based on the idea that the action integral may
contain the new metric-independent measure of integration. For
example, in four dimensions the new measure can be built from
a three index ﬁeld as in Φ = εμναβ∂μAναβ or of four scalar ﬁelds
ϕa (a = 1,2,3,4)
Φ = εμναβεabcd∂μϕa∂νϕb∂αϕc∂βϕd. (1)
These two representations give the same results. There is an-
other inequivalent choice for constructing an alternative measure
using four Lorentz vectors and preserving local Lorentz invarianceunder the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/). Funded by
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in details.
Φ is a scalar density under general coordinate transformations
and the action can be chosen in the form S = ∫ LΦ d4x. This has
been applied to three different directions: I. Investigation of the
four-dimensional gravity and matter ﬁelds models containing the
new measure of integration that appears to be promising for reso-
lution of the dark energy and dark matter problems, the ﬁfth force
problem, etc. II. Studying new type of string and brane models
based on the use of a modiﬁed world-sheet/world-volume inte-
gration measure [11,12]. It allows new types of objects and effects
like for example: spontaneously induced string tension; classical
mechanism for a charge conﬁnement; Weyl-conformally invariant
light-like (WILL) brane [13] obtaining promising results for black
hole physics. III. Studying higher dimensional realization of the
idea of the modiﬁed measure in the context of the Kaluza–Klein
[13] and brane [14] scenarios with the aim to solve the cosmo-
logical constant problem. Finally a mechanism for supersymmetry
breaking has been found using a modiﬁed measure formulation of
supergravity [15].
We apply the action principle to the action of the more general
form
S =
∫
L1Φ d
4x+
∫
L2
√−g d4x, (2)
including two Lagrangians L1 and L2 and two volume elements
(Φ d4x and
√−g d4x respectively). To provide parity conservation,
one can choose for example one of ϕa ’s to be pseudoscalar. Con-
structing the ﬁeld theory with the action (2), we make only the
basic additional assumption that L1 and L2 are independent of the
measure ﬁelds ϕa . Then the action (2) is invariant under volume
preserving diffeomorphisms. Besides, it is invariant (up to an inte-
gral of a total divergence) under the inﬁnite dimensional group of
shifts of the measure ﬁelds ϕa: ϕa → ϕa + fa(L1), where fa(L1) are
arbitrary differentiable functions of the Lagrangian L1. We can pro-
ceed in the ﬁrst order formalism where all ﬁelds, including metric
gμν (or vierbeins eaμ), connection coeﬃcients (or spin-connection
ωabμ ) and the measure ﬁelds ϕ
i are independent dynamical vari-
ables. All the relations between them follow from equations of
motion. The ﬁeld theory based on the listed assumptions we call
“Two Measures Theory” (TMT).
It turns out that the measure ﬁelds ϕa affect the theory only
via the ratio of the two measures
ζ ≡ Φ/√−g (3)
a scalar ﬁeld that is determined by a constraint in the form of an
algebraic equation which is a consistency condition of the equa-
tions of motion.
TMT models naturally avoid the 5th force problem [8] and nat-
urally provide ground states with zero vacuum energy density.
One should also notice that a similar structure to the Two Mea-
sures Theories has been found in the Hodge Dual formulation of
Supergravity Theories [7]. The two measure theories have many
points of similarity with “Lagrange Multiplier Gravity (LMG)” [16,
17]. In LMG there is a Lagrange multiplier ﬁeld which enforces
the condition that a certain function is zero. In the two measure
theory this is equivalent to the constraint which requires some La-
grangian to be constant. The two measure model presented here,
as opposed to the LMG models of [16,17] provide us with an ar-
bitrary constant of integration. The introduction of constraints can
cause Dirac ﬁelds to contribute to dark energy [6] or scalar ﬁelds to
behave like dust like in [16] and this dust behavior can be caused
by the stabilization of a tachyonic ﬁeld due to the constraint, ac-
companied by a ﬂoating dark energy component [18,19].Two measure theories can also be used to construct non-
singular “emergent” scenarios [20] for the early universe, that ex-
isted since arbitrarily large early times in the form of a stable
Einstein Universe. This phase then gets transformed into an inﬂa-
tionary phase and subsequently into a slowly accelerated one. The
requirement that the early phase exist can impose restrictions on
the possible values of the cosmological constant at the end [21].
2. Total derivative densities, 2nd order form and S.S.B. of scale
symmetry from instantons
Coupling to other densities which are total derivatives provide
us with other possibilities to break the scale symmetry due to non-
trivial boundary conditions provided by instanton solutions.
For example introducing eG ln K , where e is the determinant of
the vierbein, G is the Gauss–Bonnet scalar and K is a function of
the ﬁelds that transforms as K → cK under global scale invariance,
c being a constant, we obtain invariance up to a total divergence,
since eG , is a total divergence, G being given by,
G = Rμναβ Rμναβ − 4Rμν Rμν + R2 (4)
In [22] terms of the type eG lnG were considered. Here we as-
sume the second order formulation, which means the connection
is assumed to be the Christoffel symbol, a well known function of
the metric, unlike the ﬁrst order formulation, which we will use
in the next sections, where this assumption will be removed (and
where the connection will be considered as a dynamical variable
independent a priori from the metric). In this case, we achieve
invariance under scale invariance transformations up to a total
derivative. This total derivative can give a non-trivial contribution
under the presence of gravitational instantons [23].
Likewise, if gauge ﬁelds are considered, a coupling of the dila-
ton to εμναβ Faμν F
a
αβ (here F
a
αβ represents a non-abelian ﬁeld
strength) also produces invariance up to a total derivative and if
Yang–Mills instantons [24] are considered, this could lead to phys-
ical consequences, since these total derivatives can contribute in
the functional integral.
Using ζ as deﬁned before and choosing a scaling assignment
for the measure ﬁelds and for the metric that keeps ζ invariant,
we deﬁne a general action which is scale invariant and that allows
non-linear ζ dependence and which furthermore assumes the sec-
ond order formulation
S =
∫
L d4x (5)
where
L = − e
2
F1(ζ )σ
2R(e) − eσ 4F2(ζ ) + eF3(ζ )1
2
gμνσ,μσ,ν + αeR2
+ βeRμν Rμν − e
4
Faμν F
aμν + eΣiγiG ln(Wi)
+ δ ln(σ )εμναβ Faμν Faαβ (6)
The Wi are functions of ﬁelds that under the scale transforma-
tion emμ → eΛemμ undergo a transformation Wi → ekiΛWi where ki
characterizes any particular Wi . This action is then invariant up
to a total derivative under the scale transformations emμ → eΛemμ ,
ϕa → eΛϕa and σ → e−Λσ .
The equations of motion that follow from the variation of the
ϕa ﬁelds are
Aβd ∂β
(
−1
2
F ′1(ζ )σ 2R(e) − σ 4F ′2(ζ ) + F ′3(ζ )
1
2
gμνσ,μσ,ν
)
= 0
(7)
Aβ = εμναβεabcd∂μϕa∂νϕb∂αϕc (8)d
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3, we obtain that if Φ = 0
−1
2
F ′1(ζ )σ 2R(e) − σ 4F ′2(ζ ) + F ′3(ζ )
1
2
gμνσ,μσ,ν = C0 = const
(9)
Since the right-hand side is a constant and the left-hand side
transforms under scale transformations, we obtain spontaneous
breaking of scale symmetry therefore.
Separately from this, the terms eΣiγiG ln(Wi) and δ ln(σ )×
εμναβ Faμν F
a
αβ which are invariant under a scale transformation up
to a total derivative, can produce a breaking of global scale invari-
ance once instanton contributions (both gravitational and Yang–
Mills) are considered.
3. A simple TMT model allowing for a small vacuum energy
density due to instantons
We will study now the dynamics of a scalar ﬁeld φ interacting
with gravity as given by the following action,
S =
∫
L2
√−g d4x+
∫
L1Φ d
4x+
∫
Nφεμναβ Faμν F
a
αβ d
4x (10)
L2 = U (φ) − 1
4
Faμν F
aμν (11)
L1 = −1
κ
R(Γ, g) + 1
2
gμν∂μφ∂νφ − V (φ) (12)
R(Γ, g) = gμν Rμν(Γ ), Rμν(Γ ) = Rλμνλ (13)
Rλμνσ (Γ ) = Γ λμν,σ − Γ λμσ,ν + Γ λασΓ αμν − Γ λανΓ αμσ . (14)
Notice that because of the N coupling, such action does violate
parity, since the ﬁeld φ has associated potentials which are not
even under φ → −φ, so, assigning to this ﬁeld a pseudo-scalar na-
ture does not make the model parity or CP conserving. We take φ
as a scalar and the parity and CP violating N term to be very small.
We notice at this point that this is consistent with ’t Hooft natu-
ralness condition. Indeed ’t Hooft [25] states that “at any energy
scale μ, a physical parameter αi(μ) is allowed to be very small
only if the replacement αi(μ) = 0 would increase the symmetry of
the system”. This is indeed exactly what happens here, for N = 0
parity and CP symmetries are restored in the scalar sector, so that
allows us to say that the requirement of a small N , which is in-
deed needed if we want a small resulting vacuum energy density,
is justiﬁed.
In the variational principle Γ λμν , gμν , the measure ﬁelds scalars
ϕa and the “matter” – scalar ﬁeld φ are all to be treated as in-
dependent variables although the variational principle may result
in equations that allow us to solve some of these variables in
terms of others. Treating the connection as independent a priori
as independent of the metric is what is referred to as “ﬁrst order
formalism”, as opposed to assuming that the connection is given
by the Christoffel symbol or “second order formulation”. It should
be pointed out that the characterization of these two procedures
as merely different formalisms is not correct, indeed, except for the
special (although very important case) of General Relativity, these
two procedures originate inequivalent theories.
We can have global scale invariance in this model for very spe-
cial exponential form for the U and V potentials. Indeed, if we
perform the global scale transformation (θ = const) gμν → eθ gμν ,
then there is invariance provided V (φ) and U (φ) are of the form
[5] (where the case without coupling to the gauge ﬁelds topolog-
ical density was studied, see also [9] for the generalization in the
case square curvature terms are included)
V (φ) = f1eαφ, U (φ) = f2e2αφ (15)and ϕa is transformed according to ϕa → λabϕb which means Φ →
det(λab)Φ ≡ λΦ such that λ = eθ and φ → φ − θα .
We will now work out the equations of motion after introduc-
ing V (φ) and U (φ) and see how the integration of the equations
of motion allows the spontaneous breaking of the scale invariance.
Let us begin by considering the equations which are ob-
tained from the variation of the ﬁelds that appear in the mea-
sure, i.e. the ϕa ﬁelds. We obtain, A
μ
a ∂μL1 = 0 where Aμa =
εμναβεabcd∂νϕb∂αϕc∂βϕd . As in the previous section, if Φ = 0 we
obtain that ∂μL1 = 0, or that
L1 = −1
κ
R(Γ, g) + 1
2
gμν∂μφ∂νφ − V = M (16)
where M is constant. Notice that this equation breaks sponta-
neously the global scale invariance of the theory, since the left-
hand side has a non-trivial transformation under the scale transfor-
mations, while the right-hand side is equal to M , a constant that
after we integrate the equations is ﬁxed, cannot be changed and
therefore for any M = 0 we have obtained indeed, spontaneous
breaking of scale invariance.
Considering now the variation with respect to gμν , we obtain
Φ
(−1
κ
Rμν(Γ ) + 1
2
φ,μ φ,ν
)
− 1
2
√−gU (φ)gμν
+ √−g
(
Faμα F
aα
ν −
1
4
gμν F
a
αβ F
aαβ
)
= 0 (17)
solving for R = gμν Rμν(Γ ) from Eq. (17) and introducing in
Eq. (16), we obtain a constraint that allows us to solve for the
ratio of the two measures ζ ,
ζ = 2U (φ)
M + V (φ) . (18)
To get the physical content of the theory, it is best to consider
variables that have a well deﬁned dynamical interpretation. The
original metric does not has a non-zero canonical momenta in the
ﬁrst order formalism as no derivatives of such metric appear in
the Lagrangian, all derivatives appear in the connections, which are
the fundamental dynamical variables of the theory. The canonical
momenta of those connections are functions of gμν , given by,
gμν = ζ gμν (19)
and ζ given by Eq. (18). Interestingly enough, working with gμν
is the same as going to the “Einstein Conformal Frame”. Deﬁning
Σλμν = Γ λμν − {λμν} where {λμν} is the Christoffel symbol, it turns
out that in terms of gμν the non-Riemannian contribution Σαμν
disappears from the equations. This is because the connection can
be written as the Christoffel symbol of the metric gμν . In terms
of gμν the equations of motion for the metric can be written then
in the Einstein form (we deﬁne Rμν(gαβ) = usual Ricci tensor in
terms of the bar metric = Rμν and R = gμν Rμν )
Rμν(gαβ) − 1
2
gμν R(gαβ) = κ
2
T effμν(φ) (20)
T effμν(φ) = φ,μφ,ν − 12 gμνφ,αφ,β g
αβ + gμνVeff (φ)
+ Faμα Faαν −
1
4
gμν F
a
αβ F
aαβ (21)
Veff (φ) = 14U (φ) (V + M)
2. (22)
Using the metric gαβ the equation of the ﬁeld φ becomes
1√ ∂μ(gμν
√−g∂νφ) + V ′eff (φ) + N ε
μναβ Faμν F
a
αβ√ = 0. In the case−g −g
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V ′eff = 0 also, provided V ′ is ﬁnite and U = 0 there. This means the
vacuum with zero cosmological constant state is achieved without
any sort of ﬁne tuning. That is, independently of whether we add
to V a constant piece, or whether we change the value of M , as
long as there is still a point where V + M = 0, then still Veff = 0
and V ′eff = 0. This is the basic feature that characterizes the TMT
and allows it to solve the ‘old’ cosmological constant problem.
The consideration of N = 0 changes this picture, because of the
additional N term, the scalar ﬁeld may not sit exactly at the min-
imum of the effective potential. The N term acts indeed as an
external source driving the scalar ﬁeld away from such point and
we expect indeed this to be the case when considering the effect
of instantons.
If V (φ) = f1eαφ and U (φ) = f2e2αφ as required by scale invari-
ance, we obtain from the expression in Eq. (22)
Veff = 14 f2
(
f1 + Me−αφ
)2
(23)
Since we can always perform the transformation φ → −φ we
can choose by convention α > 0. We then see that as φ → ∞,
Veff → f
2
1
4 f2
= const providing an inﬁnite ﬂat region. Also a mini-
mum is achieved at zero cosmological constant for the case f1M < 0
at the point
φmin = −1
α
ln
∣∣∣∣ f1M
∣∣∣∣. (24)
We are now ready to consider the effect of the N term, which
drives the scalar ﬁeld away from the absolute minimum of the
effective potential and therefore from the zero vacuum energy
density vacuum. The N term does not contribute to the energy–
momentum tensor, since its contribution to the action is metric
independent, but it does affect the vacuum energy density, because
it can push the dilaton away from the minimum of Veff .
Then the vacuum state is found now when
V ′eff
(〈φ〉)+ N
〈
εμναβ Faμν F
a
αβ√−g
〉
= 0. (25)
To proceed with the estimation of the vacuum energy density,
it is necessary to handle the expectation value of the topological
density. We may proceed by analogy with the axion ﬁeld [26] mass
generation calculation. In the case of the axion, the expectation
value of the topological density of the QCD gauge ﬁelds is shown
to lead to the generation of a mass.
The expectation value depends on the expectation value of the
dilaton and on the theta parameter of the QCD vacuum. Let us
denote the value of the dilaton ﬁeld for which this expectation
value vanishes φ0. There is also, as in the case of the axion a mass
generation around that value, and parameterizing N = ψαs/8π fφ ,
(ψ being of order one), to make contact with the way the inter-
action of an axion to the topological density is presented [27].
Then this allows us to utilize the results known for axion mass
generation from instantons to obtain in our case the dilaton mass
generated from instantons of the order of mφ = 0.6107 GeVfφ eV. This
mass concerns oscillations around some unknown value φ0. So we
have a resulting effective potential
Veff–TOTAL(φ) = Veff (φ) +m2φ(φ − φ0)2/2 (26)
The effect of the new mass term due to instanton effects is
assumed to be very small, so we solve the value of the scalar ﬁeld
by a perturbative approach, where the main effect is given by theminimum of the original potential (that is when mφ = 0) plus a
perturbation due to this new term, which we will denote δφ
〈φ〉 = −1
α
ln
∣∣∣∣ f1M
∣∣∣∣+ δφ (27)
considering that for the value −1α ln | f1M |, Veff = 0 and that the
same value represents the minimum of Veff (φ) and making use
of the fact that at that point V ′′eff = f 21α2/2 f2. So keeping only
quadratic terms in δφ we obtain
Veff–TOTAL(δφ) = f 21α2(δφ)2/4 f2 +m2φ
(
δφ − φ′0
)2
/2 (28)
where φ′0 = φ0 − 1α ln | f1M |. Then Veff–TOTAL(δφ) is minimized for
δφ =m2φφ′0/
(
m2φ + f 21α2/2 f2
)
(29)
We are now interested in calculating the non-vanishing vacuum
energy density that is produced by this δφ. For this purpose it is
very important to notice that only Veff enters in the energy mo-
mentum tensor, the “force” caused by the K term does not enter
in the energy momentum tensor, its gravitational effect is indirect,
by shifting the position of the vacuum, but the vacuum energy
density is still just Veff , which for the shifted value has now the
non-vanishing value
Λeff = Veff (δφ) =m4φ
(
φ′0
)2
α2 f 21 /4 f2
(
m2φ + f 21α2/2 f2
)2
(30)
It is very important to point out that mφ does not represent the
mass of the dilaton, the mass of the dilaton is non-zero even when
the mφ contribution is not considered. The fact that mφ is small
does not mean at all that the mass of the dilaton is small, it only
means that the force that shifts the vacuum from the zero cosmo-
logical constant state is very small, but the mass of the dilaton at
that vacuum can be large (may be as large as the Higgs mass).
4. Discussion and conclusions
The consideration of densities which are total derivatives al-
lows to obtain new effects not easily available otherwise. It allows
the breaking of symmetries, as it is known in the case of chiral
symmetry, the anomaly allows its breaking via instantons. Similar
effect can be exploited for the case of scale symmetry, where we
have considered both the effects of a modiﬁed measure, which is
metric independent and a total derivative, the Gauss–Bonnet scalar
and of the topological Yang–Mills density. With respect to the cos-
mological constant problem, our main result is that it is best to
consider this problem in the context of the Two Measure Theory.
This theory corresponds to the case when the only density
which is a total derivative that is considered is a measure that is
independent of the metric and it appears in a linear form in the
action. This feature is protected by an inﬁnite dimensional symme-
try. In this case, the effective potential in the Einstein frame comes
out as a perfect square so that one can naturally obtain the zero of
the effective potential at the same point as the potential vanishes.
This in fact is independent of the choice of scale invariance for our
theory, but for the scale invariant choice, we obtain indeed SSB of
this scale invariance.
In any case, the choice of a perfect square for the effective
potential is a result that we take as an answer to the “old cos-
mological constant problem” or why we get zero for the vacuum
energy density in the ground state of the theory. It is interesting
to note that the perfect square structure for the effective potential
for a multi ﬁeld case (of Higgs and dilaton) was assumed in the
paper [28] which postulated the “cosmon” (we would call it dila-
ton) as a driver to zero cosmological constant. The TMT supports
this assumption indeed.
160 E.I. Guendelman et al. / Physics Letters B 732 (2014) 156–160The next thing we tackle is the “new cosmological constant
problem”. We ﬁnd that the coupling of the dilaton to a Yang–Mills
topological density due to the effect of Yang–Mills instantons can
shift the value of the scalar ﬁeld away from the minimum with
zero vacuum energy of the simpler TMT (that does not couple to
the Yang–Mills topological density).
It is interesting to note that coupling of the dilaton to the Yang–
Mills topological density is absolutely metric independent and
therefore such coupling does not enter in the energy–momentum
tensor. It has however the capability of shifting the dilaton away
from the point of zero cosmological constant, that leads to a very
small vacuum energy density in the vacuum.
The smallness of the vacuum energy density in the vacuum,
depends on the smallness of mφ , which in turn, depends on the
smallness of N . Notice that mφ does not represent the mass of the
dilaton, which can be many orders of magnitude bigger that mφ .
This parameter mφ is related to the “force” that pushes the dilaton
away from the vacuum with zero vacuum energy density.
We notice that taking N small is consistent with ’t Hooft nat-
uralness condition [25] which states that “at any energy scale μ,
a physical parameter αi(μ) is allowed to be very small only if the
replacement αi(μ) = 0 would increase the symmetry of the sys-
tem”. This is indeed exactly what happens here, for N = 0 parity
and CP symmetries are restored in the scalar sector, so that allows
us to say that the requirement of a small N is justiﬁed and this in
turn is indeed exactly what is needed if we want a small resulting
vacuum energy density.
Finally some words should be said concerning the motivation
for the Two Measures Theories. It appears that the way we have
applied it in this paper, the Two Measure Theory represents the
minimal extension of General Relativity that also allows us to han-
dle the new cosmological constant problem. The idea of two mea-
sures can be motivated in a number of different ways also, we refer
for a more complete discussion to [29] for a list of different pos-
sible origins for these kind of models. These include space–time
ﬁlling branes which naturally lead to a measure that corresponds
to a jacobian of the mapping of two spaces, the brane models,
where naturally two types of contributions appear, the brane and
the bulk, using different measures of integrations, etc.
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